We describe the worldvolume for the bosonic sector of the lower-dimensional Ftheory that embeds 4D, N=1 M-theory and the 3D Type II superstring. The worldvolume (5-brane) theory is that of a single 6D gauge 2-form X M N (σ P ) whose field strength is selfdual. Thus unlike string theory, the spacetime indices are tied to the worldsheet ones: In the Hamiltonian formalism, the spacetime coordinates are a 10 of the GL(5) of the 5 σ's (neglecting τ ). The current algebra gives a rederivation of the F-bracket.
Introduction
We continue our considerations [1, 2] of how string theory (S-theory) relates to its manifestly T-dual formulation (T-theory), M-theory, and the interpretation of F-theory as the manifestly STU-dual version of all these. So far all the work on this F-theory [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] has described only the massless sector. However, T-theory was originally derived from string current algebra [14] [15] [16] . In this paper we approach F-theory from its formulation as a fundamental 5-brane, using current algebra to derive its symmetries, and how they act on a massless background. This fundamental 5-brane is a dynamical one, meant to be first-quantized (and maybe second) in a manner similar to the string. (Details of the dynamics will be left for the future.)
Our treatment of fundamental branes differs from previous versions [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] in that the worldvolume fields X M N (σ P ) describing spacetime coordinates are gauge fields. Also, the currents are all linear in X, unlike treatments based on consideration of Wess-Zumino terms [8] [9] [10] . For the case of F-theory embedding the 3D string, this gauge field is the 6D gauge 2-form with selfdual field strength. The worldvolume indices on this gauge field X (actually the 5D indices remaining in a temporal gauge) thus become identified with spacetime indices.
Analysis of the current algebra of this theory naturally leads to the spacetime gauge fields of the massless sector of F-theory, their gauge transformations, the F-bracket resulting from their algebra, the F-section condition, etc. Just as the indices of the gauge field tie the worldvolume to spacetime, so does the 2-form's Gauß law, which adds a constraint to the generalized Virasoro algebra as well as a new section condition that reduces σ as well as x.
Currents and constraints
Covariant selfdual 6D field theory has been described previously in terms of an action [24] .
For simplicity, we start here in a "conformal gauge" where both the 6D metric and Lagrange multiplier for selfduality have been fixed, using the action only to define the Hamiltonian formalism, which we find convenient for our analysis.
The action is then, in Lagrangian form,
with
where the field strengths in Hamiltonian language are
3)
The selfdual field strengths are the currents for the covariant derivatives [25] ⊲ mn := F (+)
while the antiselfdual field strengths are the symmetry currents
As usual (cf. electromagnetism) the time components of the gauge field X become Lagrange multipliers. After using them to identify the constraint (Gauß's law), we eliminate them by choosing a temporal gauge. The Virasoro algebra is then defined by the energymomentum tensor for the selfdual field strength 
The Gauß constraint is
For purposes of analyzing kinematics, we need consider only those constraints that are GL(5) covariant, that is, need not involve the SO(3,2) metric η mn . (This requires treating contravariant indices on X mn as opposite to those on σ m .) This is the subset that's background independent, since the background is introduced as a GL(5)/SO(3,2)GL(1) element to break GL(5) to SO (3, 2) . Various section-like conditions can then be introduced by replacing some string coordinates in these constraints with their zero-modes [26] :
where the section conditions are to be interpreted as being applied as both
for f, g that are functions of σ or X(σ) (for hitting with ∂ m ) or functions of x or X(σ) (for hitting with p mn ).
We thus have 3 types of conditions:
1. We generalized (the background independent part of) the string Virasoro algebra with the generators S m of coordinate transformations for the 5 σ's.
2.
We treat Gauß's law U m , which arises because the 6D X is a gauge field, as a dimensional reduction condition since it's linear in the string variables. We also have a new covariant dimensional reduction condition
, both dimensional reduction conditions can be written with P replaced with either ⊲ or⊲: The latter allows them to commute with Virasoro.) It replaces P L − P R used in the manifestly T-dual version of the string that has doubled coordinates. (This reduces to η mn p m P n in that formalism. Dimensional reduction for doubled coordinates was invented in [27] . T-theory with doubled selfdual scalars was considered in [28] .
T-theory with both selfdual and anti-selfdual scalars was attempted in [29, 30] 
Algebras and gauge symmetries
Using the Poisson bracket
we find the algebra
Selfduality (⊲ = 0) is thus a second-class constraint (as for string scalars [25] ), but we saw above the covariant division into first-class as 1 4 ǫ mnpqr p np P qr = 1 4 ǫ mnpqr p np⊲qr (using a section condition). Unlike [24] , the new constraint is linear in the string coordinates.
From the ⊲ ⊲ commutation relations we find
where we are defining O 1 2
, the Poisson brackets with the currents give spacetime derivatives
(3.5)
The worldvolume version of this is given by
(withS formally the same as S but with ⊲ replaced by⊲) so that, up to second-class constraints, S generates translations in σ. To see this, note that
modulo the new section condition (2.9c)
(In T-theory the analogue of this formula for ∂f was derived by dimensionally reducing (solving the second-class constraint) and then oxidizing [15] .)
Worldvolume (σ) reparameterizations are generated by
Then (3.3) implies
corresponding to a density term (integrable on scalars), two contravariant index transformation terms, a coordinate transformation, and two terms for integrability on non-scalars. This demonstrates that ⊲ isn't exactly a tensor, but its integral is invariant.
Using (3.7), we can compute the commutator of two vector fields V mn i 
(3.14)
Note that (3.7) implies that the gauge parameter itself has the gauge ambiguity
Backgrounds
Background fields are introduced as usual through the covariant derivatives
in agreement with [3] . (There is also a nonderivative Sp (4) Factorization of the vielbein follows from requiring that the result S a of replacing ⊲ mn with ⊲ ab in S does not generate an independent symmetry. This is essentially the statement that ǫ is a tensor under transformation by the vielbein, and thus the vielbein is an element of GL (5): Introducing linear dependence through a new vielbein E m a ,
where E a m is the inverse of E m a , and we have chosen the proportionality factor to be det(E a m )
in the final step for convenience. Thus E a m and E ab mn are representations of GL (5) in the 5 and 10 representations, each of which has been expressed in terms of the other above.
Alternatively, using (3.11) again, one computes that
( (1) + (2)) (4.4)
Then the first term has to be proportional to ǫ abcde E m e ∂ m δ(1 − 2). Since E a m is thus an unconstrained matrix, it's more convenient to use as the fundamental field. We therefore use (4.2) to find its gauge transformation:
To rewrite (4.4) in terms of the fundamental field, it is useful to flatten the indices on the
. In terms of these, (4.4) becomes
where ∂ a := E m a ∂ m and we have rewritten E a m E b n E c p E d q E e r ǫ mnpqr = det(E a m )ǫ abcde .
Sections: F → M,T,S
Sectioning is straightforward. Solving the old section condition S 
ǫ mnpqr p np P qr = 0 ⇒ P ij = 0 ; P = P −1i
describing M-theory, still on a 5-brane, but in 4 spacetime dimensions.
On the other hand, solving the new conditions U and U
describing T-theory on a 1-brane (string), in 6 (i.e., doubled) dimensions.
Solving both sets of conditions gives S-theory:
Conclusions
Starting from the worldvolume theory of a selfdual gauge form in D=6, we have derived the conditions (2.9) that generalize string theory to F-theory. 3. We have looked at only the bosonic string. Generalization to the superstring should be straightforward using [2] . Then reduction to T-theory can be compared to the formulation with Ramond-Ramond currents [32] . The tying of worldvolume and spacetime symmetries in the bosonic case suggests that the Green-Schwarz and Ramond-NeveuSchwarz formulations might be more directly related. 
